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Project COPENHAGEN HARBOUR BATH
Architects JDS ARCHITECTS JULIEN DE SMEDT

Address Islands Brygge 9 ,  2300 Copenhagen

Programe Harbour Bath and lifeguard tower

About Copenhagen?s harbour is undergoing a transformation from
an industrial and transportation junction into the city?s cultural
and social center. The Harbour Bath design emerged out of a
desire to extend the surrounding park onto the water while also
adhering to practical needs of public accessibility, safety and
programmatic demands. The Harbour Bath realizes the
transition from land to water as a terraced
landscape.
People go to the harbour bath in the way that people go to the
beach rather than a swimming hall. Not necessarily to exercise,
but primarily to socialise, play, enjoy the sun, look at girls/guys.
This means that not only should the water be able to
accommodate more interactive and playful activities than the
focused (and lonesome) swimming
back an forth but the land should also be geared towards a
more accommodating and generous environment. Therefore,
the harbour bath acts more as a public place with spaces to
gather and interact.
The Copenhagen harbour bath has become a symbol of the
presence of leisure and water culture in the heart of the city.
Visible from ?the main land? and the nearby Langebro (long
bridge) it is an icon of the new possibilities the reclaimed
harbour offers for contemporary urban life.
The Harbour Bath also meets the desires of contemporary
thought in sustainability. It is constructed of renewable
indigenous wood from scandanavian forests and is easily
removable, as it is built upon floating pontoons. 

Typology Landscape, urban areas

Status Built

Conception 2002

Delivery 2003

Client Copenhagen City Council, The Space and Facility Foundation
for Sports

Total budget 520 000 EUR

Per square meters 320

Area 1 600 m2

Architects PLOT
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